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NUCLEAR DISINTEGRATION AND

RADIAnON DETECTION
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Radioactive nuclei, produced by neutron activation, disintegrate by
beta, gamma, or in BOme cases alpha, emission. 'fhell8 decay modes
may be asoociated with X.ray and electron emission In this chapter
a survey is given of the different modes of decay and the interaction
of radiation with matter The ususl counting equipment used to
measure these radiations is also described.

I. Nuclear Disintegration

(A) TUES 011 NUCLEAR DEOAY

1. Alpha IX.t'nUgralion

The alpha particles emitted by radioactive nuclei are physically
identical with helium nuclei. Alpha rays are monoenergetio and defined
in energy by the two nuclear levels between whioh they occur. When
an excited state of the daughter isotope is obtained by this type
of decay, the latter reaches the ground state by gsmma emission.
Alpha decay mainly occurs in the natural radioactive series, and very
seldom when dealing with neutron activated nuclei. The latter happens
when a heavy nucleus yields an isotope in the nstural series by neutron
bombardment, as is the case for the reaction (1).. .

"'Bi(n, y)IlOBi -... ·1OPo-...

As most alpha rays have energies between 2 and 10 lIIeV, and the
potential barrier of the Coulomb field around the nucleus is much·
higher, the emission of these particles can be explained only by
"tunneling" through the barrier, as is described by Oamow (2).
When the potential E as a function of the distance r from the nucleus
is represented, as is done in Figure 6.1, wave mechanics permit
calculation of the probability of finding a particle with energy E, at
a distence R, outside a nucleus of radius RA• This probability is given
by equation (6.1).
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Fig. 6.1. Potential energy E as a Cunction of the distance r from the nucleUi.
B... ia the nuolear radiUl.

P = exp [ - ~ .J(2m) f:..JW(r) - Etl dr] (6.1)

where 11 is Planck's constant, m i. the rcduced mass ofthe alpha particle
and the recoil nucleus anI! U(r) is the Coulomb .barrier as a function of
the distance r. From this it is obvious that the probability of emitting
an alpha particle increases when the Coulomb barrier decreases or
becomes more narrow.

For" decay from oven-even nuclei to the ground state or the first
excited state of the daughter nucleus, the partial half·life for alpha
decay is inversely proportional to the tunneling probability, and to the
frequency with which the particle oscillates in the potential well:

1 ·2mR'
(I".). CC-x cc lIP.J. (6.2)

All other alpha transitions are normally strongly hindered, the
half.life becoming at least a faotor of 10' larger as indicated by equa
tion (6.2). It is due to this fact that "'u exists in nsture and has not
completely decayed to "'Th. Alpha transitions of the heavy nuclei
in the neighborhood of the magic numbers (e.g. 126) are less strongly
hindered, as the nuclear radius increases by about10% when a nucleon
is added to a closed shell. Hence, for these nuclei, which can give rise
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Fig. 6.2. Electron and pcaltron lpeotrum or the lootope "Cu (6).
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emission of the beta particle. the life times of the exoited levels being
usually between 10-1 and 10-11 second.

(b) The p+ Disintegrali~n. When a nuclear reaction yields an isotope
with a proton excess. tho probability increases that a proton will be
transformed into a neutron e.ccording to the reaction

p+ ..... no + p<' +.
whereby a positron and a neutrino are emitted. This decay mode occurs
mostly with those isotopes of an element. whioh have a smaller atomic
mll8S than the stable isotope. The energy spectrum of the emitted p+
particles shows an analogous diatributionto that found for the p
spectra. However, due to the Coulomb repulsion of the nucleus, the
lower energies show less intensity and the average energy moves
toward the E...... as can be seen in Figure 6.2 where the p- and the fl+
spectra of the screened nucleus "Cu are given (6). The neutrino
receives also in this type of decay the energy difference between E.....
and the energy of the emitted fl+ particle.

The p+ decay gives riJe to a daughter nucleus, having a decrease
of one unit in atomic number in comparieon to the 'palent isotope,
whe:oss the atomic mass .tays unchanged. When the daughter isotope
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2Under the beta disintegration one classifies the types of m,clear
decay whereby the active isotope emits a p- or a fl+ particle. Both
particles ani physically equal to the electron, differing only through
a positive or negative charge. The capture of an orbital electron by
the nucleus is also described under this type of disintegration (3.4.5).

(al The p- Disintegration, Nuclei emitting p- particles are often
obtained by neutron activation. The stability of the nucleus is in fact
related to the proton-neutron ratio. A proton excess oauaes a Coulomb
repulsion, ,,:hereas a neutron excess decresses the nuclear forces.
Moat of the isotopes formed by neutron caption show a neutron excess.
whioh oan be annihilated by the reaction

n° ..... p+ + p- +.
whereby a neutron is transformed into a proton. and a p~ particle
togetherwith an antineutrino is emitted.The cmitted beta rays are poly.
energetic. and show a continuous apectrum starting at energy about
zero up to the maximum energy E...... The maximum energy is given
by the difference between the two energy levels of the nuclei where the
p- decay occurs. In this case. the antineutrino has zero energy, whereas
in all other casea the decay energy is distributed over tile p- particle
and the antineutrino.

The beta spectrum for "Cu is given in Figure 6.2 (6). From Figure
6.2 it appears that the intensity maximum in the spectrum occurs at
about E....f3.

The p.decay f.ves rise to a daughter isotope, with an atomio number
of one unit JOl:&lthan the parent isotope, wheross the atomio masa
stays unohanged. When the daughter nucleus is still in an excited
state, it reaches the ground state by emi.Won of one or more gamma
rays. These gamma raye are emitted almost immediately after the

2. TM Bela Dilinlegra.litm

by alpha trIlnsition to a c10aed ebeD daughter isotoIJe the P increases,
as the integration limite are cloeer.

Nuclei decayinghy an alpha transitionyields daughterisotopes having
an atomio number of two unite less, whereas the mass decreases by
four unite. Alpha decay branohing occurs when a nucleus decays to
several levels of the daughter nucleus.
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is still in an excited state. the gronnd state is reached by emission oC
one or aeveral gamma rays, aimilar to the p- decay.

(c) Electron Caplnre. As the neutron maes is larger than the proton
mill (..... - 1.008665; ml' - 1.007273), the probability Cor the trans·
Cormation oC a proton into a neutron. the way it occurs in fJ+ decay.
in.- when the daughter isotopa ha.e a lower energy level than the
parent isotope. When this energy difference is small, the nucleus can
capture an orbitel electron, whereby a proton is tranaCormed into a
neutron according to the reaation:

p+ + e- .... n· + p

The electron, which generally comea from the K.shell (K.capture)
neutralizes a positive charge in the nuoleus, and the electron rest mass
compensates Cor the mill difference between the proton and the
Cormed neutron. The obtained daughter ieotope hIS an atomic number
one unit less than the parent isotope. and can be deexcited by gamma
decay. The mill oC the daughter nucleus is also in this case practically
unchanged.

By the electron capture (E.C.) prooeas one ahvays obtains the
characteristic X.ray oC the daughter nucleus, due to orbitel electron
rearrangement. The relation between the energy 11 oC the X.ray in
keV and the corresponding wavelength'\ in Ais given by 11 - 12.395/,\.

A radioactive isotope can decay to aeveral excited states and to the
ground state oC the daughter nucleus by means oC several corresponding
p-, fJ+ or E.C. prooeaaea. This phenomenon, called branching beta
decay, is described in more deteilin Section I. B oC this ohepter.

3. TM G'ammG lMillltgralion

Gamma rays are electromagnetic radiations, having frequencies
which are generally higher than those oC X.rayu. The nucleus however
emits the gamma radiation. whereas the orbital electrons produce
X.rays. The relation hetween the Crequency p and the energy 11 oC a
gamma ray is given by 11 -lor, where h is Planck's const3nt.

Gamma rays are monoenergetic. and their energy is completely
defined by the energy levels between which they occur. The Interaction
oC gamma rays with matter is however very complicated (3,4,5), so
that in general complex apeetra are obtained as can be seen from
aeotion m, D oC this ohepter.

(a) The Gsmma Emission. As described above, gamma emission
Crequently accompanies beta decay and carries away the energy oC the
excited. levels. The malS "nd charge oC the gamma emitting nuclous are
unohenged.

The deexcitation oC a daughter nucleus can occur by one gamma ray
between the excited and the ground level, or by a cascade oC gamma
rays between several lower e:<cited levels, or by both. This last
phenomenon is also called gamma branching, analogous to the beta
branching. As the mean IiCe·time oCthe excited states is generally short
(10-'-10-" s), one can remark that the preceding beta particle and
the gammas can be considered as one single cascade. An exception
must be made Cor the first and in some cases the second excited level.
which can have ir. longer liCe·time and yields an isomeric transition.

(b) Isomeric Transilicn-Nuclear Isomerism. When the gamma tran.
sition between the first and in some cases the second e:<cited level and
the ground state oC a nucleus are highiy Corbiddsn, measurable helf.
lives oC these transitions can be obtained. By neutron bombardment
not ol1ly the ground state but also the first excited stata oC the nucleus
can be Cormed. Both nuclei are then called mesomeric or isomerin nuclei.
whereas the gamma transition between these two states is known as
isomeric transition (I.T.). The mesomeric nucleus is indicated with the
letter m after the mass n"mber oC the isotope (e.g. "Co, Ttl. = 5.26y
'0"'00, Ttl. = 10 mand ..ISb. Ttl. = 60 d; .....,sb. Ttl. = 1.3 m;
lI...,sh. Ttl. = 21 mI. When the isomeric state decays to a daughter
isotope without going over the ground state. the isomers are called
nongenetic. In many cases beta-gamma decay occurs from both the
isomeric and ground state oC the radioactive nucleus. Sometimes the
excited state is even longer lived than the ground stste as is the case
Cor ""'Ag, TIl. - 253 d whereas "0Ag, Ttl. - 24.4 s.

(c) Internal Conversion. When a gamma ray emerges from the
nucleus, interaction with the orbital electrons is possible. An orbitel
electron oC the K, Lor M shell is emittoo with an energy equal to ths
gamma energy, minus the binding energy oC the electron. These elec
trons are known as conversion electrons. The orbital electrons are
subsequently rearranged, giving rise to an X.ray. which is character.
istic Cor the decaying nucleus. The degree oC conversion is dependent
upon the atomic number oC the nucleus and upon the energy and the
type oC g"mma transition (spin and parity). The percentage converted
gamma intensity is given by the con·vel'sion coefficients. which are
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Fig. 8.3. Beta IpOCtrum or l ..+II·Re with tho conve1"lion electron IIpeOtrum
or ""'1'0, _ with a 4.4 em diamotor l< 0.8 em thlekn... plutlolC!ntlUation
detector (11).
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(B) THE DEOAY SCHEME

The decay mode of a radioaotive isotope is repreeented in a term
soheme: the decay soheme, wherefrom a fiotive example is given in
Figure 6.4.

The energy levele of the different nuclei are drawn as horizontallinee.
The relative energiee Corresponding to tho reepeotive ground states are
indioated together with the nuclear spin and the parity of the level.
The parent and daughter nuclei are represented with inoreaaing atomio
number from the left to the right, l'he atomio number, the maee
number, and in the case of an active nucleus also the helf.life are
indiCdted next to the symbol of the element,

Tho fJ- decay is represented in this scheme by an oblique line to
the right, whereas the p+ decay Is indicated by a broken line to the left
and electron capture is given by a straight oblique line also to the left.
This shows the implicit change in atomic number with theee types of
decay. Analogously the nlpha decay ie indicated by an oblique line
going two atomic numbers to the left.

The S .... of the fJ c.eoay and the percentage abundance ofa beta ray
in the branching ie indicated, together with log /l which is a measure
of the transition probability (compnrative half.life).

The gamma transitions are given by vertical lines, 118 no change in
atomio number occurs. The energy of the gamma ray is obtained by
the energy difference of the two levele, between which the transition
occurs.

Several types of beta-gemma and gamma-gamma cascades can be
aeon In the decay echeme (/3, - ", - "1;'" - "1; •••). Theee cascades
are of particular intereet when dealing with coincidence and anti.
coincidence countings, 81 ie deecribed in Chapter 6, sootion m, E.
The CIlllCade", - "1 and the simple", transition are a typical example
of gamma branching. Percentage abundances of the different.gamma
rays are generally listed in a. table, added to the decay scheme. Theee
abundances are either given in absolute or in relative valuee. In the
latter caae the most abundant gamma is usually taken aa unity or
100%.

From the sevenl modes of nuclear decay it appears that one can
expect three main types of radiation: " rays, fJ rays and eleotromag.
netio radiation.

.
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generally tabulated in tho doca:r echomee (7,8,0,10). Usually tho
following notations are used:
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Tho X.rays, whioh acoompany tho oonverslon eleotrons, can also bo
converted by tho outer oleotrons. The energies of those conversion eleo.
trons (Auger eleotrons) are only of the order of magnitude of the
orbital e1eotron binding energy.

The conversion eleotrons have the same propertiee Il8 beta rays,
except for the faot that they are monoenergetio..

When using beta counting teohniques, conversion eleotrons can be
measured, 81 can be seon from Figure 6.3, where the conversion eleotron
speotrum of '''''To is repreeented together with the beta speotrum of
'''Re and "~Re (11).

" - olY - total fraction of tho converted gamma intensity;
"K,£,JI - oK,£,JIIY - fraotion of the gamma intensity converted in
K, L or M sholl reepeotivoly;
"IC/£ - oKlo£ - ratio of tho numbor of conversions in tho K shell to
tho numher of conversions in tho L sholl.
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The diUghter iotope is not neMrily a stable one, but can also
le radiomtive, haing its own decanode.

Handboka of mcay achemes areadilyavailable (7,8,9,10).

C) SELBlTION Rus FOB BETA A.: GAmIA TRANSITION

When beta or gamma branchi occurs, the probability of the
tifferent lO8Sible I'ansitions is rule.y their state of "forbiddennesa",
rhiob ca, be deri'ed from the soleon rules. The allowed transitions
.rEI divicM into &vored or unfa'llld, whereas the forbidden tran.
itions ae subdiided into a del" of forbiddenness (first order,
econd oder •• ,)"he transition prability decreasing with increasing
>rder. Ju increasrof one unit in tlomer of forbiddennesa generally
ocreasesthe half.ife of the transin by a factor of 100.
The tm factorsdominating the ection rules are the nuclear spin

nd the prity of he energy Ievels.he nuclear spin I ia the vectorial
um of tie orbits and the spin aular momentum of all nucleons
>resent h the nuleus. Isotopes WI even atomio numbers have in.
'gral spi> numb.., whereas odlLomio numbers give rise to half
1tegrat Slin num'era. Analogousl;p the fundamente! particles, the
ifferent oergy le..1s of the nucleUlave the property of a positive or
negati., perity,indicated respecl1ly with a + or - sign next to

1e spin mmber. !ositive parity OU'll, when the spetial coordinates
r the wIVe funcion, which expl'lOs the probability of finding a
ucleus iJ a givenenergy stats, inmted by its coordinates, can be
lultiplie<by -1 lithout change in n ofthe function. In the opposite
Ule negaive pariV occurs. When a transition the lower level has
o opposie parit, sign from the uer level, one indicates a "yes"
)'rity ohoge. A prity ohange "ncia noted when both levels show
ie sam" lUity sip.

1. lllulion Rululor. Bela Tra"";/ion

The solction rWs for the beta 1nsitiC'n have been described by
wi (12 and al.. by Gamow andeller (13). The tote! probability
Jor a bet. tr"nsitio between two ergy levels ia given by the integral
Uween 1 B 0 ani B - B.... of ) differential probability of an
ectron bYing an energy between! and B + dB.
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Aa / Is rather a complicated function, empirical formu1aa have been
derived for the different type!' of beta decay:

log/~ = 4.0 log E + 0.80 + 0.08 Z - 0.005 Z log E.... (6.3)

log/.. = 4.0 log E + 0.80 - 0.007 Z - 0.009 Z (log E;a-) (6.4)

log/s.c. - 2 log E + 3.5 log Z - 5.6 (6.5)

These formulas are valid for atomio numbers Z between 0 and 100,
and for E.... between 0.1 and 10 MeV.

Aa the / function expresses the total probability of a transition
between two energy levels, it has to be proportional to the partial
half·liCe I of the upper level:

!n2
-, - 'A -KI

where K Is constant for a given type of transition and 'A ia the partial
decay constant of the given level. One can remark that Sargent'a rule
(14)

'A - kEl.... (6.7)

ia a special case of equation (6.6).
From relation (6.6) it appeara that ft ia a constant for a given tran.

sition, and will detarmine which type of transition ia dealt with. In
the decay schemes one generally indicates log (It), which has a value
3 to 6 for allowed transitions and 6 to 10 for forbidden ones of the
first order (15).

The combination of the change in spin and parity and the log ft
value constitute the eriterion for the degree of allowance or forbidden.
ness of a given transition. A schematio table of aeveral types of tran.
sitions as a funotion of these three parameters ia given in Table 6.1.

2. 8<kdion Rululor 1M ~mma Tra718ilioll

Theory aild experiment agree that the gamma transition liCe-time,
which ia a measure of the probability of the decay, dependa upon the
gamma energy, the change in nuolear epin and parity, the degree of
internal conversion and the atomio mass. The transition ean be classified
as electrio or magnetic, which ia represented respeotively by E" or

6. NUCLBAB DISINTEGRA.TION AND RADUTION DETECTION !j~'@ijl
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M", .. indicating the polarity or the multipolar order (Il - 1 ia a
dipole; .. _ 2 ia a quadrupole; •••). In the decay echemes the kind
and the polnrity of the gamma transition are orten indicated next to
the gamma ray. The E. type ia the most frequently ocourring.

In view of the large number of variables it ia easily understood that
the calculation of the gamma transition probabilities ia tedious and
approximate. Practically, the cs.!oulation as well as the 'experimenta
lead to the following conclusions:

The probability of gamma emission ia directly proportional to the
energy difference between the two levels, and inversely proportional
to the multipolar order.

The probability of internal conversion decreases with increasing energy
and increases with multipolar order and atomio number.

From this it appeara that the partial half.liCe for a given gamma
transition ia direotly proportional to the gamma energy, and inversely
proportional to the change in nuclear spin, which is related to the
multipolar order. At low energies and high multipolar order, the
transition becomes highly forbidden and measurable half.lives exiat,
whioh give rise .to nuolear iaomers, and iaomerio transition.

TABLE 6.1

C1assifloation of the bole traneition eelection rul.. 8<lOOrding 10
Konopin.skl (16)

Change In nnclear epln I
Parit)' Appro:dmale

TranaitioD change Gamc.....Teller Fermi Icgjl

Allowed no 0, ± 1 0 ~

(except 0 ... 0)
Finlt. )'08 0, ± I, ± 2 (except 0 ... 0) 6-10
forbidden (except 0 ... 0, 1/2 ... 1/2

0_1)
Second- no ± 2, ± 3,0-+0 ± I, ± 2 >10
Corbidd8ll (except 0 _ 2) (excepl 0 -II
:lth~rorbiddOD ± fI, ± (fl + 1) ± (n - I), ± n

nodd )'..
" even no
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(6.11)

. (6.10)

where R. is expressed in cm, "0 in cm a-' and a is an empirical constant
equal to 1.08 x 10". Hence the energy oC the particle as a Cunction
oC R. is given by

The smalllluctuations (generally 3-4%), which are obtained CrGm the
main range are caused by the so.called straggling of the alph& particles
(17). This is due to the statisticallluctuations in the number oCcollisions,
and the enerlJY loss per collision as well as to the varying state oC
ionization oC the alpha particle. Ranges oC alpha particles are normally
determined by measuring the distance they travel in air, or byabsorption
in a gas at different pressures, which i. more accurate.

The relationship between the range R. oC an ".particle in air at
N.T.P., and its initial velocity "0 is givcn by Geiger's Cormula:

(B) INTERACTION or ELECTRONS AND PosrrRONS

The corpuscular character c.C electrons and positrons and their
electrical charge is responsible Cor their high ionizing and hence for
their small penetrating power or range in an absorbing material.
Electrons oC 1 MeV e'1ergy are completely stopped in 1.5 mm of
aluminium. Beta rays lose their energy by radiation as well as by
inelasMo scattering.

When beta rays, interact with the field oC a nucleus, they loss energy
by emission oC X.rays, so called "Bremsstrahlung". This radiation
shows a continuous spootrum, extending Crom zero to the maximum
energy oC the interacting beta ray.

The convemion oCkinetic energy into Bremsstrahlung is proportional
with the energy of the beta particle and with the square oC the atomic
numbcr of the interacting nucleus. In most eases this phenomenon is
produooJ in the source material itself, so that with the beta rays
Bremsst,rahlung X.rays are also emitted. Bremsstrahlung is produced
by beta rays having an energy oC 100 keY and larger. At lower energies
elastio I\nd inelastic scatter mainly occur. By inelastio collisions kinetio
energy oCthe electron is transferred, with or without primary ionization
of the medium, giving rise to eecbndary electrons or delta rays.

The total mass absorption coefficient will he composed of the sum
oC the probabilities of the different effects. As a beta spectrum is

II. Interaclion of Radialion wilh Maller

The inlersotion of radiation with matter is dependent on the type
and energy of the radiation, and on the physical properties of the
interacting material. The transmitted activity A of a radioactive point
source with activity A 0, after pasaing through I cm of material is
approximately given by the clasaical exponential law:

A = AOexp(-,,'ll (6.8)

The linear attenuation ooefficient ,,' (in cm-') is a function ,of the
interacting material, and the type and energy of the radiation.

For practical purposes, the masa attenuation coefficient" -1-"/8
(in cm' mg-') is used, where 8 is the density of the medium. This
includes that the attenuation thickn_ d must be expressed in mg
em-I, whereby" becomes independent of .he density and the physical
state of the medium, and equation (6.8) heoomes

A_Aoexp(_pd) (6.9)

The pro....... whereby the radiation energy is tranaCerred to the
medium are, however, completely different for alpha particles; electrons,
positrons and electromagnetic radiation.

(A) INTBllA.CTION or.AI.PlI..\ PARTIOLllS

When passing through matter, alpha particles 10088 their energy
mainly by excitation and ionization of atoms and molecules. The
electrons produced in the latter process, the so called d81ta rays, are
energetio enough to give rise to secondary ionization, the average
energy oC an electron, produced by an ionizing alpha collision being oC
the order of 100 eV. Due to their heavy mass and large electrical
charge, alpha particles have relatively short ranges. On the other hand,
as these particles loose only a small Craction oC their energy in a single
collision, they are not appreciably scattered and their paths are
straight tracks. Furthermore, alpha particles are high energetic and
a very large number of oollisioM i. required to bring them to rest
(about 10' Cor a particle oC a Cew MeV), resulting in the Cact that all
particles oC a transition give the 88me range within narrow limits.
This absorption prooess, which is aimilar Cor all charged particles,
heavier than the electron, explains why the alpha absorption does not
Collow the general equation (6.9).
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eontinuoUi the exact evaluation ot the total absorption coefficient fa
generally experimentally determined. Gleason eI al (18) give an
empiric&1 relation between the m.... absorption coefficient I' and the

, B...I of the beta emlsaion, expresaed in MeV:

I' = 0.017 B;.!." (6.12)

The relation is claimed to be valid tor 0.1 MeV < E....'< 2.5. MeV.
Combination of (6.9) with (6.12) permits In a simple way the evaluation
of the beta ray absorption.

When a positron interacts with matter, It 10888 Its kinetic energy
very rapidly by one ot the described processes, and eventually rescts
with a tree electron in such a way that the rest mass ot both particles
is eonverted into gamma radiation. Thfa effect Is called the annihila
tion ot the positron, and the gamma rays are called annihilation
radiation. According to the conservation of m.... and momentum, each
annihilation yields two gamma rays of 0.511 MeV, which are emitted
at an angle of 180·. Due to the small penetrating power of the positron,
annihilation also occurs in the source material. From this it is clear
that the annlhiIation gamma rays are always detected, when dealing

Fig. 6.a. The range of beta rays in aluminiulD 88 a functioll of bota energy.
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with a positron emitter, evcn when the daughter isotope emits no
gammas at all.

It is obvious that by the absorption ot energetio positrons'or
eleotrons, X·rays or gamma rays are always produced, which are not
completely stopped in the absorbing material. The distance that
electron. as well as positrons travel in aluminium, the so called range,
is represented in Figure 6.0. As tho range is expressed in mgtoml,
theso data also apply approximatel)" to other absorbing materials.

(C) INTmlACTION OJ!' ELECTROMAONETIO RADIATION

Duo to tho wavo character, the electromaguetio radiation penetrates
more deeply in matter than elect,rons or positrons. Gamma and X-rays
havo an ionizing power ofabout two orders of magnitude less than beta
rays of the same energy. The eleotromagnetic radiation reacts with
matter according to the following processes: photoolectrio e.lfect,
Compton effect and pair production.

1. Pholoeledrn EJJed

Low energy photons and X.rays lose their energy by one photo
electrio interaction, whereby the total energy of the radiation is
transferred to the photdelectron. About 80% of the interactions occur
with K.electrons and the other 20% with L.electrons. Photoalectrio
Interaotion with "froo eloctrons" Is Imposaiblo aatho recoil of the atom
must exist for the conse!Vation ofenergy and momentum. The electron
energy is equal to the absorbed photon energy minus the binding
energy of the eleotron. Almost immediately the o.bit&! electrons are
rearranged and an X.ray fa emitted, oharaeterlstio for the abeorbing
material, with an energy equsl to the binding energy of the photo
electron.

The probability of photoelectrio interaction Is approximately pro
portional to Z' of the absorber and to E-I of the interaoting photon.
Thus, the photoalectrio effect mainly occurs with high 'z absorbers
and low photon enM'gies. '

2. Otnnplon EJJed

The Compton effect is the reaction whereby a photon collides with
a "free electron", whioh is an eleotron from the outer orbit&! of the
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interacting atom. During this ocllision, part oC tho gamma energy is
transferred to the electron, whereas tho gamma ray, which is no,v
less energetic, is do1l..ted through an angle 0 with respect to tho
incident direction. Tho energy oltho gammarayaCter collision,E7,is a
Cunction oC the scatter angle 0, and is given by

E _ E.
7 1 + (Eo/moO") (1 - ocs 0)

where E. indicates the incident gamma energy and moO" the rest
mass oC the electron. The dellected gamma can undergo other Compton
processes and/or a photoelectric interaction.

The energy oC the Compton electron E. is then Cound by:

E. - E. - E7 (6.14)

.Aa E
7

can vary ocntinuously between a minimum Cor 0 _ 180' and a
maximum Cor 0 - 0', the Compton electron energy spectrum extends
from zero energy up to a maximum energy given by

E.
E•...,. - _.::.!---,

moO"
1 + 2E.

In Compton interactions, absorption as well as scatter phenomena
occur. At a gamma energy oC about 1.6 MeY bot.h phenomena have
equal probability. At higher energies absorption dominates, whoreas
the inverse occurs at lower energies.

The probability oC Compton interaction increases with increasing Z
oC the absorber and with decreasing energy oC the gamma radiation.

3. Pair Produdilm

A gamma ray having an enetgy larger than 1.02 MeV can interact
with the Coulomb lleld oC an absorber nucleus and give rise to an
electron-positron pair. The total energy oC the absorbed gamma ray,

,minus the rest mass oC the particles (2 moO" - 1.02 MeV) is divided
between the pair.

When the positron has lost ite kinetic energy, it annihilates under
emission oC two 0.511 MeV gamma rays. These gammas in tum can
give rise to photoelectric absorption or Compton interaction. The

fG-l@' 6. NUOLBA:R DISINTEGRA.TION AND lUDIATION DETECTION {~J7
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probability of psir production with gamma rays is, up to about 5
MeV, directly proportional to Z' oCthe absorber atoms and is a Cunction
oC tho gamma energy.

4. Atlen1l4lilm OoeJficie:nJ8

The total linearattenuation ocefficientW (in cm-I ) Cor electromagnetic
radiation is composed oC three attenuation coefficients:

W-T+a+K ~~~

whcre T - attenuation ocefficient Cor photoelectric interaction;
a - attenuation coefficient Cor total Compton interaction;
K = attenuation coefficient Cor pair production.

Figure 6.6 represents the linear attenuation coefficients Cor NaI, Ge
and Pb as a Cunction oC gamma ray energy;

The total linear attenuation coefficient is a measure oC the number oC
primary photons which have interactions. It should not be ocnCused
'with the total ahBorptio" coefficient,. which is always smaller and is a
measure oC the energy absorbed by the medium.

A eumDiary oC tho possible combinations, occurring in the decay oC
an active isotope, aod ~he interaction oC tho emitted radiation with
matter, is given by Schulze (19) and represented in Table 6.2.

m. Radiation Detecticn

(A) TnoES Oll DIIlTIl:CTOBS

1. Ga8 F.11ed DeleclorB

Under gas filled detectors one classifies those counters which make
use oC gS3 amplification produced by ""ocndary ionization. Depending
upon the construction and upon the electric field, the secondary
ionization can be proportional or not to the primary one. In the first
case a proportional ocunter and in the other case a Geiger-MilUer
counter is obtained.

(a). The Geiger-MUll.. Detector. The G-M detector is still widely
used as a beta ocunter. Usually, this detector consists oC an earthed
metallic or graphite cylinder with an insulated central anode wire.
The counter is filled with a gas, wMch interacts with the penetrating
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where k is Boltzmann's eonstant, T the absolute temperature and Cthe
Fermi po~ntial, i.e. the potential whcre the occupation probability of
au allowed .tate would be 0.5. In anintrinsio or pure semiconductor, the
Fertlli level must be in the center of the forbidden energy gap. When
an ele~rio field is applied holes and electrons move to their respective
electrodes, resulting in conductivity. The absorption of radiation
energy creates such electron·hole pairs and the eolleetion of these
charge carriers gives rise to an output signal, proportional to the
amount of enerlO' absorbed. To obtain the equivalent of one eleotron
oharge to the output pulse 40 eV are needed in gas detection. 300 eV in
NaI(Tl) and up to 5 keV in orgaulo sointillation detectors. In semi.
conduotor detectors however only a few eloctronvolts are needed (3.6
eV in Si and 2.9 eV in Ge) for l:np~ct ionization, including the small
energy 10860S due to the formation of Raman phonons in the crystal
lattice. The fact that only a few eleotronvolts are needed in order to
obtain the equivalent ofone electron oharge, implies that the statistical
distribution of the transformation of radiation energy into electrioal
energy eonsiderably improves, whioh e"Plains the e,,"ellent resolutit.1.
of the semiconduotor deteotors.

Somiconduotor material containa some impurities. uhioh can be of
the doner or the aooeptor type, resulting in intermediate levem in the
forbidden energy region, as can be seen in Figure 6.11. A donor im.
purity hoa the tendenoy to give eleotrons to the conduotion band,
whereas an acoeptor takes eleotrons out of the valence band, resulting
in hole creation. A donor or n.type will thus have an e"cess ofelectrons.
whereas an acceptor or p-type will show an e"cess of positive holes.
Donor and aooeptor atoms form together with other impurities and
lattice imperfections "trapping centers" where charge carriers can be
trapped for times longer than the dieleotrie rel&l<8tion time or can give
rise to reeombination with carriers of the opposite sign. Trapping and
reoombination both affeot the proportionality between absorbed energy
and output pulse amplitude. Dearnaley and Northrop (28) summarise
the properties required to obtain a good counter as follows:

Low carrier density to minimize noise. The carrier density being a
function of the counter volume, the energy gap Md the temperature,
a gap of 1.4 eV for a 1 cm· detector at room temperature is reqUIred.

can be made to match the emitted luminescence with the spectral
properties of the P.1>£. The decay time in this type of scintillator is
however much larger than in organi~ crystals as can be seen from
Table 6.4.

3. St1IIiconduclor DtltJ:lor8

The semiconductor detaetors eonWn a group of detectors in which
the chargee, produced by absorption of the incident radistion in '"
semiconductor material, are collected (28,29). They can be com·
pared to '" gas icnization chamber. When atoms are ~nged close
together in '" crystal lattice, the energy levels of the electrons in the
atom split up, due to the Pauli principle, and give rise to energy bands,
as is schematically shown in Figul'll 6.11.

Fermi--_._PotriQI------

--
Fig. 6.11. Electron energy levela in • aemiconduotor.

At absoluta zero temperature the electrons in insulators and semi·
conductors fill up completely one or more of the lowest energy levels,
the highest filled level being called the valence band. This band Is
separated from the next higher one, the eonduction'bAnd, by a gap of
forbidden energies E" so that no eonduction can occur. At any higher
temperature there will be some thermale"citation ofelectrons from the
valence band into the eonduction band, leaving emptyplacos or "holes",
carrying '" positive charge. With electrons falling back to the valence
band a dynamic equilibrium is reached, which is a function of tempera
ture. The occupation probability of a level at ~nergyE is givcn b)' the
Fermi function:

f(E) - 1 + e"P [(~ - Cl/kTj
(6.25)
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Absence of "trapping center" to minlmjze lou of signal.
High carrier mobilitiss and long carrier Ii£e-times to obtain short

pulas rise-times and efficient charge sollsction.
Low energy per produced ion pair, to optimize the resolution.
High atomic number for high stopping power of the radiation.

It is obvious that some of these propertiss are in con1lict with each
other, and one will have to sompromise in order to obtain the optimum
working sonditions. Acsording to the same authors, a survey of the
propertiss of some semiconductor ",aterials is given in Table 6.5.

Thus far, only homogeneous or bulk detectors were sonsidered. The
major difficulty in obtaining such a counter is to have material with
sufficiently low carrier density. Therefore" or l' type aemisonductor
material can be sompensated with acceptor or donor atoms in order to
simulate an intrinsic material (30). This, of sourse, introduces trapping
centers into the material, rssuIting in a proportionality lou.

Different solutions were applied to obviate these difficulties, namely
diffussd junction, surface barrier and p.i.n. detectors, &8 shown in
Figure 6.12. '+he difl'nsed junction detector consists of l' and" type

Fig. 8.12. Dilferent typee or eemioonduotor deteoto",.

bulk deteclor

In 'Ip 'depletion
loyer thickness
respeclively
on nand p side

diffused junction
defeClor

m $ melal cooted
surface
tp : thickne~s of
ceplelion layer

!urfoce barrier
deltclor

p.i.n.
i]:drifled

~

:!;~~~aq~~
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dry ioe temperature. A summary of some applications and properties
of the aemiconduotor detectore 11 g!ven In Table 6.6.

AB the output pulses of the detector are of the order of mi1livolts,
preamplilioation becomes nocessary. Figure 6.13 shoWi two types of

Fig. 8.13. P~cipte of a voltage an.d a charge sensitive preamplifier tor UIO

wIth flemtoonductor deteoton.

(6.26)(
"I' )11"1 - 2,rpV om
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material, obtaining In thia way a rectifying junotion. The deteot·or is
uaed In the reverse direction, this means with the" side biased positive,
helping In this way the built In field to remove free chsrges from the
junction Interface and from the regions on either aide of It. Thia effeot
oreates a 10 called "depletion layer" whioh constitutes the aotive
volume of the counter. In this layer the free carrier ooncentrations are
below their thermal equilibrium numbers, thue reduolng the residual
ourrent. It should be noted that the depletion layer thickness I, on the
" and the.l' aides, 11 a funotion of the resistivity p of the counter and
the applied bias voltage V:

where " is the dielectrio constant of the materisl and I' - 1'0' the
mobility of the electrons in ".type material, or I'~, the hole mobility,

, when dealing with a .l'.type material. It 11 obvioua that the deteotor has
to operate with a stable bi.. voltage.

In surface barrier deteotors, the 10 called Sohottkybarrier is obtained
by coating the anrfaoe of aemiconductor material "ith a thin metal
layer (31,32). This process, performed at ambient temperature, yields
deteotors with a better resolut.lon than the dI1fuaed junotion deteotor,
where the diffusion 11 oarried out at higher temperatures (800-1000·0
for SI). The surfaoe barrier detectors, although In other properties
analogous to the dI1fuaed junotlon detectors, have the advantage that
the depletion layer is on the anrfaoe, avoiding energy 1088 ofthelnoident
radiation through the bulk of the material.

Another type of deteotor whioh baa proved to be extremely useful
. In gamma ray speotroscopy is the p.l.n. junction. In this type a

compenaated layer is produoed between the .. and the .I' aide of the
deteotor, giving riae to an "lntrinsio" layer of considerable thiokn....
Widely uaed are .l'.type Si or Ge, In which Li h.. been diffuaed and
drifted by means of an extemalfie1d at a temperature where the diffu.
sion Is Dti11 low (33,34). In thia wayan "lntrinsio" layer 11 obtained
between the .l'.type material and the ".type diffuaed region. In thia
layer the concentration ofnegative aooeptor ions i8" compensated by the
positive lithium donor ions. It should be noted that all germanium
oounters require ooollng with liquid nitrogen. Although wcon counters
oan be operated at room temperature, better resolutions are obtained at
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preamplilication: voltage sensitJve and charge sensitive. the lirst
having a resi.tive feedback, and the second a capacitive one (35).

The voltllge sensitive preamplifier having the advantage of high
signal/nolo6 ratio, presents however a serious problem of stability. Aa
the output pulse height V. is given by

Q H,
Vo - -- (6.27)

O.Rk

where Q is the collected charge, the pulae height remains dependent on
the detactor capacitance 0., which is a function of the applied bias
potential. Furthermore the capacitance of the lirst tube being in
parallel with 0., the temperature of the filament of this tube must be
very stable since this affects the space charge around the cathode.

For these reasons, frequent use is made of a charge sensitive or
integrating amplifier, where the output pulse height is given by

Q
Vo - - (6.28)0,

and is only a function of the feedback capacitance. The use of field
effect transistora (FET), which can be mounted in the detector housing
and cooled, increases the signal/noise ratio and hence further optimizes
the resolution.

The main amplifier, besides providing additional gain, ahould also
control the pulse shape, in order to obtain optimum working conditions.
This amplificr has to have the qualities of high stability. extreme
linearity and low noise. Sometimes a post amplifier is used, acting as a
window amplifier, which enables selection of part of the spectrum•
The output of the amplifier can be fed Into any single or multichannel
analyzer or counting device.

4. Shielding 0/ J)ded(m

Apart from the shielding that must be provided due to the physical
properties of the detectors, e.g. screening from light for scintillation
dctectora, vacuum packing for hygroscopic Nal(T1) detectora, light
shielding, cooling and vacuum packing for 80me semiconductor
detectora. a physical shield should be made to absorb cosmic and
other background radiation. Aa these phenomena constitute the major
part of the background, detectora are generally placed in a lead shield
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with a thickness of approL 10 em. Care should be taken to uae lead,
free of radioactive £a1l out products or natural radioactive isotopes.
Some typical radioisotopes preaent in the background of a gamma
detector are listed in Table 6.7.

TABLE 8.7
Radlolaolopoo ooourrlng in the baokgr<.und or a gamma deteolor (36)

Mean energ\ea iceV
Ioolopo Produotion (inlonlit,y) Other onorgi.. (koV)

"K Natural I(6D.7 (100)
u'Ru

Fiuion m.9(90); 822.3(30): 816,87(,1128,1061,1133:
('''Rh) 1060.8(6) 1182,1196,1(97,1662,1787,

1797,1929,1989,2113:2192,
2239,2317,2386:2390,2(06

11'01 Fiulon 881.8(100)
(u'mB.)
"'Ce Fission 133.(;898.(,2186.8 }(~8

("'Pr)
"'T! ul'l'hleriei 683.1,860.6,261(.3 278,61J.,783
tl'Pb "~eeriea 238.8 300
,uBi ulTh leri.. 727.3 786,1078;1821
.IIAG .Irrhaeriel 911.0,968.8; 1688.3 209;211;327;338;'10;'63.

662;773;795;836;1247.
I(60;1(97;16~3

tl'Pb ,uBa.en. (8.6
.uPh .IIRaIeriee 2(2.0; 296.(, 362.0 268,27(,(81163(
IUBi "'Raleriel 609.31 78B.1,1l20.0 8661703;720,786;80618(0,

93(,986,116611207,1238,
1379;138811398,1(08;1610,
1686,16611173111786;18(8,
2110,220(1229312((7

.IIRa ntRa lleriee 188.2

Lead shielding with material of recent production will still yield a
substantial background due mainly to ••oPb and active daughters.
Disintegration rates of .IOPb, II0Bi and .IOPO of 100 dpm per gram
lead are not unusual (37). Considerable improvement can be achieved
with an inner layer of 1 em thicknees of 100 year old lead.

The background of a G.-1<t counter is reduced from 80 to 20 cpm by
placing ihe counter in a 5 om thick lead shield. Whereas the shields of
beta detectors are normally of restricted dimensions, as scatter is

"'ll~6. NUCLJIAB DISINTEGRATION AND RADIATION DII:TEOTION j.~~"\iJl
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not a major problem, the shields of gamma ray detectors are however
made as large as possible. Cubic shields of 1 m" are not unusual, since
scatter of gamm... rays on the walls CAn be important. Moreover the
inside is lined with cadmium and copper foU, of about 1 mm thickness,
in order to convert the generated 86 keY X.ray of lead to the 12 keY
X.ray of copper.

When dealing with the counting of sources of low activity, a further
decreasA in background may be needed. AG.~M. or proportional counter
can be surrounded by a second counter, a so called "guard tube", the
signals of the detector being in anticoincidence with tbe one in the
guard tube. A cosmic ray pasting through both detectors will not be
detected, reducing the hackgrow.d to as low. as 1 cpm.

m scintillation r.ounting a purification and aelection of the detector
materials can red.uce the background. NaI(TI) detectors can be ob.
tained, containing very low UK concentrations giving a background
reduction of a factor 2 over a normal commercial detector.

(B) ALPHA CotnlTING

As the problem of alpha detection does not occur frequently in
activation analysis, the various possible techniques will be only
indicated.

As an alpha particle h~s a short range, even in air, one always tries
to introduce the sample into a gas counter, or to have a vaouwn
between the detector and the 8&mple.

Therefore an ionization chamber, filled with argon or methane at
atmospherio l'reasure or a windowleas or flow proportional counter are
suitable. The latter even enables a discrimination between particles of
different energies.

A thin slice of a zinc sulphide silver activated crystal or a deposit of
this crystal powder on a lucite disc, coupled to a photomultiplier tube
provides a simple scintillation counter for alpha particles, and also
enables energy dilcriminatio!1.

lly mixing the source material with a liquid orgel scintillator, another
detection and discrimination method for alpha rays becomes poesible.

The moat outstanding detector for spectrometry of alpha particles
is the semiconductor detector. A apectrum of the I1OPo alpha ray
recorded by means of a si1icium barrier detector is given in Figure
6.14 (1).
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integre.l oounting 18 well e.s spectrometry is possibll. The Ne.I(TI)
e.nd the Ge (Li) detectors e.re me.de in diIl'erent she.pes, e.COOrdiDg to
the purposes for whioh they will be used. Ne.I(TI) is usue.lly me.de in
cylindricaJ form without or with e. coe.ne.l well, the le.tter e.llowing
the &lmple to be surrounded by the detector. Dimensions of 7.5 em X

7.5 om e.re oommonly encountered, although quite le.rge sizes e.re
available. As sodium iodide is hygroRcopio, the crystaJ is paoked In e.n
aluminium oan, provided with e. MgO or Al.O. refloator to optimize
light collection. The cryste.l is coupled to the P.M. either directly
(integre.lline) or through a thin leuclte window. The optical couplirg
il ensured in the latter oase by meana of silicon gr.....

The Ge(Li) deteotors oe.n be me.de ple.nar, coanal e.nd U·driCted (34)
&II ce.n be seen from Figure 6.22.

Lt ditfuud la,.lt
'ft. contact

p..typ.

Li·difful.d I.)'.r

n. contact

'.
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Li-diffuud laytr
n+ contact
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, I
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Absorber thickness

(mg eni2)

Fig. 8.21. Abeorption ourve for E.u determination of & beta lpectrwn,
according to Feather'. method.

III I bl tel

(D) PHOTON CotTNTINO

As ge.mme. mys e.re not ee.sily e.bsorbed, these sources ce.n be counted
either in solid form or in solution, which is norme.lly performed using
lte.nde.rd count.ing vie.1s for reproducibility of the geometry. When
desling with X.mye or soft ge.mme. mye, csre hao to be te.ken to
correct for possible self.e.bsorption e.nd exteme.l e.bsorption of the
emitted rs.die.tion.

The detection of gemme. mys il mOlltly performed by moons of e.
Ne.I(TI) sclntille.tor or with e. Ge (Li) p.i.n. junction. As the output
of these detectors Is proportione.l to the e.mount of energy e.bsorbed,

Fig. 6.22. Some typiceJ eIlopes or ae(Li) detectorel (0) planar, (b) ooaxial,
(0) U·driCted (34).

All Oe (Li) detectors have to be cooled with liquid nitrogen e.nd kept
under ve.ouum in order to obte.in optimum working conditions. A
diagre.m of a typical detector set up is given in Figure 6.23.

According to the size and the absorbing properties of the detector,
e.nd to the energy of the mee.sured gamma ray, total or partiaJ absorp
tion can oocur.
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Fig. 6.23. Soheme or a typical ae(Ll) deteolor mounting.
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Total absorption: (a> at low gamma energy:
photoeleotrlo effect with absorption of the
detector X.ray

(b) at medium gamma energy:
successive Compton intere.ction, ending in a
photoeleotrlo absorption

(c) at gamma energy> 1.02 MeV:
pair production with total absorption of the
positron annihilation qua;'ta, according to (a>
or (b).

Partial absorption: (d) photoelectrlo effect, with escape or the detector
X.ray

(e) Compton interaotion with escape ofthe second.
arygamma

'(f) pair produotion with escape or one or both
positron annihilation quanta.

Although gamma rays are monoenergetio, it appears that complex
spectra are obtained, as is illustre.tecl.ln Figure 6.24, where the gamma

Pholapeak (0)( b)
0.662 MeV

w
'"w
c

F.W.H.M.
Bocksealler
peak

COll'jlton Spectrum (e)

0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7

E(MeV)
( b)

Fig. 6.24:. Ounma spectrum or UNa, "'OJ and uITm. measured with a
NaI(T1) (I) rmd with a aelLl) (2) deteolor.
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When dealing with gamma rays with energies higher than 1.02 MeV,
single and double escape of the positron annihilation quanta (f) pro
duce peaks at energies respectively 0.511 and 1.02 MeV below the
gamma ray energy. In thia case an o.nnihilation peak also occurs at
0.511 M.V due to positron escape and subsequent annihilation in the
surroundiDg materials (external annihilation).

When positron emitters a,-e measured, the typioal annihilation
gamma ray of 0.611 MeV appears ill the spectrum, and in good geo
metry also the 1.02 MeV sumpeek. Indeed, the possibility always e:rists
that two or more gamma rays coincide in the deteator, giving rise to
a sumpeak. The reilltive intensity of the sumpeak to the single peak
will be a function of the source detector geometry.

:Beta emitters give rise to a Bremsstrahltmg spectrum, starting at
the Emu of the beta ray and increasing in intensity towards lower
energies. The gamma rays of the souroo can also give riae to Compton
scattering with the surrounding materials, whereby the gamma rays
are reflected over about 180· before they reach the detector. This
gives rise to a broad baokscatter peak. with a ma:rimum at about 250
keV, as oan be calculated from equation (6.13). To reduce this effect
large lead shialds are recommended, removing in this way all materials
as far from the detector as possihle. For the same reason, sample
holders etc. are made from low Z plastic materials.

'Vben X-rays or gamma rays below 100 keV are to be measured,
a Si(Li) detector, a proportional gas counter, or even a NaI(TI) wafer
are preferred over the conventional gamma ray detectors. The wafer
detcctor consists of an enremely thin NaI(TI) crystal, giving rise to
low efficiency for gamma rays over 100 keV as can be seen from Figure
6.25 where the detection efficiencies for a wafer of7.1i cm diameter by
0.10 em thickness, covered with a 37 mg/cm" beryllium window are
given (66).

From Figure 6.25 it appears that X.rays and low energetic gamma
rays can be measured with a wafer detector, with greatly reduced
interference of the Com.pton spectrum of higher gamma energies.

In order to achieve gamma spectrometric meaaurements, pulse
height discrimination becomes necessary, which can be done either
with a single channel or a multichannel pulse height analyzer. A single
channel analyze.. consists in principle ofa double discrimination circuit,
the outputs ofwhich are fed into an anticoincidence unit, as can be seen
from Figure 6.26. In this way only pulses having an amplitude between

0.1

Yb Ka X-ray pholopeok (a)(bl' ~70
Tm52 KeV 84 KeV

0.025

121-;;,---,'<...,.)
1

0.050 0.075

EIMeVI

leI

Fig. S.U. OonlinlMJd.

spectra of uNa (E•• - 2.76 MeV: E. I _ 1.38 MeV)••uCa (E. _ 0.662
MeV) and "'Tm (E. - 0.084 MeV) have been represented for a
NaI(Tl) and a Ge(Li) detector.

All procesaes giving rise to total absorption (a), (b), (0) contribute
to the fCrr4ation of the peek at the highest energy side of the speotrum:
the so called photopeek. The Compton interaotion with escape of the
seaandary gamma ray (e) produ... the broad Compton spectrum,
enending from the Compton edge (equation 6.15) towards energy zero.
The eeoape of the detector X-ray by photoelectrio effect (d) aocounts
for the formation of an escape peek. With NaI(TI) this peak can be
observed at 28 keV (iodine X-ray) below the photopeak when the
latter does not exceed ca. 160 keV. At higher energies the escape peak
disappeers under the photopeek due to the poor detector resolution,
and to the reduction in intensity of the escape peak, alnce the escape
probebility deareases as the radiation penetrates more deeply into the
detector. In Ge(Li) detectors the escape peak should appear at about
10 keV (Ge X.ray) below the photopeek, and should be observed up
to energies of appro:rimately 1 MeV. However, the penetrability being
higher than in NaI(TI). and the X-ray energy much smaller, the escape
probebility is practically negligible, so that esCllpe peeks can hardly
be observed.
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Fl(. 6.25. Caloulated pbolopeak doteolion effioienoy ralio ror • NaI(T1)
water or 7.5 om diameter x 0.1 em thio1meert, provided with a 37 mg om- l

beryllium wlndo"lo • 7.8 x 7.& om NaI(T1) doleolor (&G).

V and V + AV are allowed to pass through the analyzer. V is called
the threahold or bias tension, whereas AV is called the window width.

To obtain the whole spectrum, the pulae height scale has to be
scanned step by step, using a d1giW counter, or continuously, using a
ratemeter and a recorder. A window or about 1%or the rull threshold
valne should be used in order to obtain good spectrum resolution,
whereas part or the speotrum (e.g. a photopeak) can be selected by
means or an appropriate bias and window setting. Fig. 6.27. Scbome or. mulliobaonol analyzer and related equipmont.
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Fig. 6.28. Scbomo ot. siugle channel analyzer and related equipment.
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An advantage or the single channel analyzer is that the dead time
or the oircuitry is low (order or the pJI) and constant.

In the multi~hannelanalyzer use is made or an analogue to digital
converter (A.D.C.) and a rerrite memory block in order to allow the
simultaneous mea.aurement and storage or pulae amplitudes. A blook.
diagram or such an apparatus, with auxiliary output equipment is
shown in Figure 6.27. With Nal(TI) detectors, 400 channel memories
are typical, whereas Ge(Li) detectors require at least 2000 channela
ror efficient use or the high resolution.

100Q50
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(6,37)

The use of an A.D.C. implies however an appreciable dea.d time of
the apparatUl, depending on the A.D.C. oscillator frequency and the
read·1n time of the &nlllyzed pulse in the m.mory block. In this way
the dea.d time per count ~. for the .1-\ channel ia given by: .

~f = k, + k.' (6.36)

where ~ is a constant, due to memory-oyele storage time and k.
another constant. depending on the oscillator frequenoy. However. an
eleotronio correction oireuit (live timer) stops the timer during the pulse
height &n&1ysis. The live timer thus Indicates true oounting duration.

The limitations of automatie dead tims correotion are disoussed In
Chapter 10.

The use of transistors and Integrated oircuits reduees the dimensions
, of this rather comple" equipment to quite small sizes. It Is obvious
'that high stability and low noise are the first requirements for all
spectrometrio apparatuses. which implies that only high quality
components can be used. In addition, the use of ... thermostatized
counting room Is recommended. as detectors and eleotronios are sensi
tive to temperature changes. In order to minimize shifts ofgain or base
line origin, several spectrometer stabilizers have been desoribed. ,.hich
operate through a feedbaok circuit to the detector high voltage or to
the amplifier gain. A measured photopeak (57,58,50) can be used as
a reference peak, or an eleotronio reference pulse can be generated by
means of a pulse generator (60) or a flashlight on the P.M. (61). Covell
(62) proposed ... procedure for quality control of long.term stabilized
instrumentation. A standard spectrum Is periodioaliy measured and
compared with ... reference spectrum. on ... ohannel.by.ohannel basis
by means of ... computer.

Possibility of negative or positive storage in the multichannel
analyzer enables baokground correotion and speotm subtraotion, as Is
often done In the epectrum stripping method lChapter O. section III, A).

Half lives of Isotopes can be followed by using each channel as ...
separate counter In the multiscaler operation mode. A clock controls
counting time ...nd channel advance. whereas energy discrimination
remains possible by means of ...n external or internal single channel
analyzer.

The resobtlon of a gamma speotrometer varl.. with the gamma ray
energy. and Is normally given for the 0.662 MeV peak of "'Os. With
a NaI(Tl) deteotor, the resolution B Is expressed In peroont, using the

ratio of the full width at half maximum (FWHM) of the photopeak,
to the peak energy E, as can be seen from Figure 6.24:

R(%) _ (FWlIM)loo
E

Resolutions between 7 and 10% are normally encountered depending
on the quality of the crystal and the P.M. The contribution of both
crystal and P.M. to the resolution of the deteotor Is energy dependent.
The resolution of the P.M. (R,.) In percent Is given by Hickok and
Draper (63) as follows:

R; - 10, + kaE-1 (6.38)

whereas Kelley eI al. (64) found that the crystal resolution (B.) could
be represented by:

R: - k.E-1'. (6.39)

where 10
"

k. and 10; are constant. depending on the apparatus and E Is
the gamma energy. •

Combining equatIons (6.38) and (6.39) yields for the total detector
resolution (B):

R· _ R; + R: - k, + k.E-1'. + kaE-1 (6.40)

Experiments perform~ by De Soote and Hoste (65) confirmed this
relationship, and demonstrated t.hat in the region between 100 keV
and 2 MeV. the pambola in E-1" of equation (6.40) praotically coin·
cides with a straight line, so that one can write:

(R.)...-UI.V = k + k'E-1'. (6.41)

where 10 and 10' are apparatWl constants. Equation (6.41) provides an
easy way to obtain the detector reBOlution as a funotion of energy.
which can be importsnt for computer &n&1ysis of comple" gamma
spectra. As the resolution of a NaI(TI) deteotor Is of the order of 10%.
the line broad.ning due to noise in the electronio circuits can be
neglected. The spectrometer resolution is thus given by the detector
resolution.•

When dealing with Ge(Li) detectors, the resolution Is normally
expressed lIB the FWHM in keV or the 0.662 MeV "'Cs peak. Typical
resolutions for thiD type ofdeteotors are between IS and 2 keV, resu1ting
in an improvement of ... faotor 10 to 20 In comparison with NaI(Tl)
deteotol's.

I
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Fig. 6.28. Photopealt elllclency ror a 40 em' (I) and a IS am' (2) aelLi)
d.teotoro (a) aboolule, lb) relatlva to a oylindrlcal 7.6 em x 1.6 em NaIlTl)
detector (34).
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Fig. 8.~9. Point source eftloienciet for. '1.6 om X '1.5 em cylindrical NaI(Tl)
detector, &II a function of gamma energy and lOurce-detector distanoe (69).

(6.42)

(6.43)

BA - 2.355 FE.
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Here again, the detector resolution (Ro) is energy dependent, and
can be expressed aa follows:

222

where Bo and the gamma energy, E, are e%pressed in keV and. is
the energy needed to create an eleotron-hole pair and is approximately
equal to 3.10-1 keV for Ge. The Fano faotor F (varianoe-to.)~eld

faotor) is 0.129 with the Ge(Li) deteotor at liquid.nitrogen temperature
(66,67,67a). It is obvious that with this type of deteotor the eleotronio
line broadening plays an important role. The resolution of the spectro.
meter (B) is therefore composed of the electronio line broadening (Bg )

and of the detector resolution (Bo):

The main factor inducing electronio line broadening is the noise
produced by the detector surface leakage current and by the amplifying
equipment. The electronio noise of the speotrometer is readily deter·
mined by measuring the distribution of a pulse amplitude, produr.ed
by a stable pulser.

From equation (6.42) one can caloulate that the detector resclution
of a 100 keV photopeak should be about 0.4 keV, 80 that in this
energy region the electronio broadening will dominate. Preamplifier
design is making rapid progress to produr.. equipment with extremely
small electronio line-broadening.

Ueing a Ge(Li) detector, one can observe that the 0.511 MeV positron
annihilation photopeak usually haa a broader resolution than a gamma
ray ofthe same energy. This could be explo.i!led by Doppler broadening,
due to the fact that annihilation occurs when the positron electron
pair haa a kinetio energy different from zero.

In comparison with the sodium iodide crystals, the msin dissdvant
age of the Ge(Li) deteotors is their lower photopeak effioicncy. Actually,
however, sizes up to 100 oms sensitive volume are possible, inoreasing
the photopeak effioienoy, aa can be seen from Figure 6.28.

The photopeak effioiency is a funotion of the intrinsio detector
efficiency, which depends on the gamma energy and the souroe
detector geometry, and on the peak/total ratio. This is the ratio of the
activity meaaured under the photopeak to the total aotivity of the
spectrum. Intrinsio efficiencies and peak to total ratios for a 7.5 em x
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F"Ig. 8.30. E:r:perimental peak.to.total rati.. for a 7.1 em x 7.1 om oylindrical
NaI(Tl) detector, 88 a function ofgamma energy, and aource-deteotor distanco (68).

7.5 cm Ne.I(TI) detector and a point source are given in Figures 6.29
and 6.30 and can be obtained from the literature (68,69,70).

For Ge(Li) detectora the calculation of theee data becomea very
difficult, aa the efficiency variea practically for each detector.

The energy of the unknown gamma ray can be determined from the
puleo height of the photopeak maximum. The calibration of the
Ipllctrcmeter II performed by moallll of Iaotopea emitting gamma raya
of known energies. Sete of calibration sourcea are commercially avall.
able or can be prepared by irradiation of the atable iaotopea• .As a

TABLE 6.11
Calibration lOurCes for gamma ray lpeotrometry (36)

Iaotope Energy (keY) Iaotope EnerlO' (keY)

IClAm 19.168 ± 0.017 "Nb 761.83 ± 0.07
anI 80.166 ± 0.009 ''1o!n 834.8' ± 0.07
111Gd 91.43 ± 0.02 "y 898.01 ± 0.07
iliad 103.18 ± 0.02 "'Bi 1063.82 ± 0.28
lULu 112.97 ''Co 1173.13 ± 0.0(
1UCo 1'U' ± 0.01 ''Co 1332.39 ± 0.05
nlCo 161.84 ± 0.03 UNa 138UO ± 0.0(

"Co(D.E.) 1176.9 ± 0.32
lULu 208.36 "'Tl(ThO'1(D.E.) 1192.3 ± 0.13
..IHg 279.12 ± O.O~ "Na(D.E.) 1731.6 :T. 0.18
Ul1 364047 ± 0.005 "y 183U ± 0.07

''00 2035,2 ± 0.10
·'Co(D.E.) 2232.2 ± 0.67

lUAu '11.778 ± O.ot "Na(B.E.) 22(3.6 ± 0.1'
"Co 2198.9 ± 0.30

Annihilation 111.006 ± 0.02 "'Tl (ThO") 261U ± 0.09
'lfBi 169.M ± 0.10 UNa 2713.8 ± 0.12
u'o. 661.19 ± 0.07 "Co 3202,( ± 0.85

''Co 3254.2 ± 0.65
''Co 3273.8 ± 0.'
"Co U82.1 ± 0.75

S.E.... ainglA eBcape D.E. - double eacape.

Ge(Li) detector show. a very good resolution, gamma ray energiea
can be determin<ld within a few tenths of a keV. This impliea an
accurate knowledge of the energiea of the calibration sources. a list of
which is given in Table 6.ll.

Catalogues of gamma ray spectra measured with NaI(Tl) and Ge (Li)
detectora are also very helpful for the identification of gamma spectra
(68.69.71,72,73,74). With Ge(Li) detectora. the problem occura of
the nonlinearity of practically all A.D.C. circuits, resulting in non·
linear calibration curves. To minimize errera of this kind it is recom·
mended to calibrate the apparatua in the region where the unknown
peak occura, instead of using an overall calibration curve.

Quantitative data of the gamma ray intanslty can be obtained from
the area or the height orthe photopeak. Indeed, as the1ine broadening

3
E IMeV)

2
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Fig. 6.31. Determination oltho pholopeak ...... ln. oomplu: gamma opeotruro.

This technique Is very rapid and gives excellent results with bot:!.
NaI(T1) and Ge(Li) detectors.

A widely used technique to correct for the interaJtion of higher
energy gammas on lower energy photopeaks is the speotrum stripping
method as represented in Figure 6.31(d). From the complex spectrum
a pure spectrum of the highflSt gamma energy (I) Is subtraoted either
graphically, by means of the multichannel memory or even by a com·

(6.45)
.~ (A, + A..)

A - 2., A. - (n.,. - nr) 2
"-".
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is a etatiatical phenomenon, the photopeak can be described as a
Gaussian error curve, with an area 8, given by

8 - l.06(FWHM)1I (6.44)

where 11 is the peak height. The poak hoight call be measured after
recording or drawing tho sl'ectrum, or by taking the number of counts
in one or more chanrlels in the peak top. However, when peaks are
superimposed on the Compton continuum of higher energy gammas,
or when poor counting statistics are obu.ined, which i. often the oase
in trace analysis, the determination of the peak height becomes vory
difficult. An estimation of the Compton background has to be per.
formed, whioh Is in most casea troublesome and inaccurate.

Using equation (6.44) Connally and Leboeuf (75) calculated peak
areas by measuring 11 and reading the FWHM L'"Om a calibration curve.
It Is e\'ldent that here again the problsm of the Compton baokground
remains unsolved. The simplest way to correct fr,r Compton inter·
ference is to draw a straight or a curved line acroBB the bottom of the
peak, &8 represented in Figure 6.31(a) and planimetry of the thus
obtained area. This msthod is only approximate and can give rise to
quite large errors, when the peak is superimposed on a Compton edge.
Amethod, aimilar to the one described by Conna1ly el al.1s proposed by
McIsaao (76) and is shown in Figure 6.31(b). Graphically the point is
determined where the photopeak width equals the FWHM and the
area above this point Is found by planimetry. When the height of the

'peak above FWHM is measured, the true photopeak height Is the
double of this value. and the peak area can be caloulated by means of
equation (6.44).

When dealing with a multiohannel analyzer where the spectrum Is
present in a digital form, the method which is mostly nsed to determine
the peak area Is due to Covel (77), &8 represented in Figure 6.31(c).
The channel with the highest aetivity A. Is determined and called n•.
Symmetrically on. both Bides of n. one takes an equal number of
channels, in such a way tbat the activity .4., and A.. in channel n, and
n.,. is somewhere between A. and the aotivity in the minima at both
sides of the peak. The activity A of the area above the line "I - n.,.,
which is proportional to tho total peak area, can be calculated aa
follows:
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puter. In this way, the lower energy photopeak is obtained free of
interferenoee.

Care should be taken that ste.nde.rd speotra and samples are mee.sured
e:raotly in the aame geometricsl oonditions and have about the same
oount rate. Furthermore gain shifts can introduce serious errors.
The teohnique can be repeated subsequently for the highest peak in the
new speotrum in order to determine lower photopeaks. One should
bear in mind that each subtraction implies inoreased statiatioal errors,
limiting in this way the number of possible subtrsotions.

Another method whioh can be used is the gamma spectrometry in
broad ohannels, e.s is shown in Figure 6.31(e). When two isotopes,
having respeotlve speotra (1) and (2), are present in a &ample, a oomple:r
speotrum (3) is obtained. From the mee.surement of the aotivity in
channels I and II of the pure isotopes and of the mirlurea, the oon·
tribution of speotrum (1) in ohannel I (A(l)I) and of speotrum (2) in
ohannel II (A(I)tt) can be computed as follows:

Al - A(llI + A(I)I

AlI - A(l)1I + A(lllI (6.46)

where AI and All are the aotivities of the comple:r speotrum in ohannel
I and II respectively, A(llI is the contribution of speotrum (2) in
ohannel I and A(l)II is the contribution of speotrum (1) in ohannel II.
The ratios "(I) and "(I)

,. A(l)1I d ,. A(1)1 (6.47)
"'(1) - -- an "'(I) ---

A(llI A(I)11

can be determined by means of the pure speotra (1) and (2). Sub.
stitution of (6.47) in (6.46) yields

AI - A(l)I + "(10(I)II

AlI - "(10(1)1 + A(I)II (6.48)

which is a set of two equations with two unknowns, and thus oan be
ee.slly solved. In prinolple this method is not limited to two oomponents,
but can be e:rtsnded to n oomponents, and the obtained set of n equa.
tions with" unknowns can be solved by matri:r inversion. Here again
the aid of a oomputer beoomes dlllliNble. Sample and standards should
be mee.sured with the &ame precautions as desoribed In the speotrum
stripping method.

6. Nll'CJLEAR DISINTEORATION AND RADUTIOY DlITBcmON~:~~9
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A souroe of errors one oan never avoid, is the formation of random
sumpeaks, which are absent in the standard speotra. This effect
becomes important at high oount rates and hi high geometries (e.g. a
well det6otor).

The qualitative and quantitative intAlrprotation of oomple:r gamma
spectra, whioh is generally quite time oonauming, can be simplified by
oomputer techniques (78,79,80,81). It is indsed possible to feed thv
A.D.C. data directly to an on.line oomputer or to transfer the multi.
channel memory data to oomputer compatible magne~io or punched
tape. A suitable progranr allows the smoothing of the speotra, to
minimize the intluenoe of the statistical counting fluctuations. First
and zeoond derivatives of the speotrum deteot the location of the
photopeaks. The net photopeak &rel\ can subsequently be found by
numedcal integration after spectrum decomposition or simply by
Covells method. Gain shifts between &ample and standsrd can even
be oorrected for, wheree.s composite pltotopeaks can be analyzed into
their oomponents. The quantitative analysia of the aample by com.
parison with the standards can be performed by means of a lee.st
squares method (82), which also allows the calculation of the statistical
error.

When moe.suring large &amples one he.s to take into account that
attenuation of the gamma rays in the &ample anll scatter can cause
signi6C&Jlt en'OrB, as is described in Chapters 7 and 10.

(E) SPECIAL CotrNTINO TEClIlIIQUlIs

In order to avoid or to minimize ohemical separstions, speoial
counting 'techniques are sometimes used, which are intended to be
selective for a given isotope. In gamma ray speotrometry photopee.ks
of lower energies are often auperimposed on the Compton speotrum of
higher energies. Although Ge(Li) d.teotors allow rather easy nn.
scrambling of comple:r cpectra, half.life determination ooupled with
energy selection, comoidenoe techniques and Compton oompenaation
methods are used. HaIf.life mee.surements can be performed with any
oounting equipment and will therefore not be disauased separstely in
this chapter. Some e:ramples of this method are given in Chapter 9,
section II, A2. '
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6.32 and 6.33. In this aet up two detectors are used, a beta deteotor and
a gamma detector ror the beta-gamma coinoidence measurements and
two gamma deteotors for the gamme.-gamma coincidence.

The pulaes coming from the components of the cascade can be
aelected In energy by means of a pu1sa height analyzer, and are fed
into the coincidence circ"it, one providing tho gate pulse and the other
one the signal pulse. In order to be oountod, two pulsea must arrive
within the resolving time .. of the coincident unit. Typical values of ..
are of the order of the p1l for "slow" coincidence and down to the ns
for "fast" coincidence. Adequate delay lines compensate for the time
difference obtained In the ·two channels. Most multichannel analyzers
have built in "slow" ooincidence poesibilities, giving the advantager---1 H~H VOLTACE ~--
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Fig. 8.32. Principle diagram or. ullow" ooinoldenoe spectrometer.

.' ntrrlION J.OTIVJ.TION J.NALYSI8

1. Ooinci4enu Tec1lniquu

As the nuclear disintegration la characteristio for a given laotope,
speci1io meaaurements can be performed by means of coincidence
techniques, whereby correlated phenomena must be simultaneously
deteoted In order to be counted. As well beta-glOmma as galllJl1e.-flamma
cascades of the disintegration, whioh OCOW' within very short time
Intervals, are suitable for these purposetl. Also both annihi1ation gamma
rays can be measured In coincidence.

A schematio drawing of a two ohannel "slow" ooinoidenoe system
and a two ohannel "fast-s1ow" coincidence system la given in Figures
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one obtains:

where " o.Jld'., represent the respective counting efficiencies of the
channels.

At any count rate, a random coincidence count rate R, occurs.
which is given by:

R, - 2TR,I1. (6.50)

where R, and II, represent the count rates in the respective channels.
Taking into account:

R, - D:, and R, - Dz, (6.51)

From equations (6.49) and (6.52) it appears that at high count rates
R, becomes Important. since it varies with D'. whereas the true
coincidence rate is linear with D. As R, is on the other hand a function
of T and R. is independent of T. the "fasHlow" coincidence technique
makes a preselection of the coincident pulaes at'the output of the
linear amplifiers, where resol..mg times can be achieved of about two
orders of magnitude smaller than in "a1ow" coincidence.

From equation (6.49) It Is obvions that the detection efficiency of a
coincidence system Is lower than that of a classical gamma spectro-

meter. The improvement in the signal to background ratio however
largely compensates for this inconvenience. A background of 0.3 cpm
for a resclving time of 0.2 ,.. can easily be obtained. As an example. a
spectrlun of a 1 g irradiated bismuth sample, containing 0.226 ppm
copper Is shown In Figure 6.34 with and without coincidence measure.
ment. The 0.511 MeV annihilation peak of"Cu cannot be detected in
the l10Bi Bremsstrahiung spectrum when no coincidence techniquc is
applied.

When gamma cascades are available, the sum coincidence technique
developed by Hoogenboom (85) C'l.Il be applied (86). The apparatus is
schematically given in Figure 6.35, together with" sum-spectrum of
lI·Sb.

The sum of the signals of two NaI(Tl) detectors is made after linear
amplification. The BUmpeak. produced by total abscrption of both
cascade gamma rays is selected from the sum spectrum by means of
a pulse height analyzer, and used 8B a gate pulse for the signal ofone of
the deteoto,... With this technique, which gives rise to a very low
background (0.3 cph), net photopeaka are obtained. Although normally
only two cascade gamma rays Ilie measured. theoretically the method
can be extended to more thsn two components of a oascade. A
separate detector is however needed for each gamma ray that is
intended to be measure<!, which caUBe8 a practical1lmitation.

An improvement in resolution is also obtained, as the resolution of
the photopeaks in the BUm apect.rum. II,. and II." are given by:

II II II, x R,
,,- ,,- II" + R" + R' (6.53)

, I •

where II" II, aud II, are respectively the resolutions of the two
cascade photopeaks and the BUm peak in the normal spect.rum.

The detection efficiencies of the cascade gammas in the BUm spectrum
'" and .... are given by

(
In 2)'/' II,

'" - ." - 2 -;- ','. Rf + R~ + II: (6.54)

where " and " represent the efficiencies in the normal spectrum.
Ithas to be noticed however thlLt this method is more subject to random
coincidences caused by Interferences than the gamma-gamma coin.
cldence method. A Dtudy of the applicability of coincidence techniques
in activation analysis has been published by Schulze (87).

(6.52)

(6.49)

that the coincidence spect.rum CD.Il be visualized. In "fast" coincidence
&equent use is made ofampli1iers. providing bipolar pulses. to time the
Coincidence unit at the cross·o-ver point of the pulse. Unforlunately
in most ampli1iers the cross-over pcint is a function of the pulse ampli.
tude, causing unwanted jitter, and, heuce broadening of the resol..mg
time. In an alternative mode of operation the logic output signa1s are
time-referenced to a signal derived from the leading edge of the Input
signal. In that case the time shift of the output pulse depends mainly
on the rlae time of the input pulse.

A modification of a coincidence spectrometer. using a dual channel
and a multichannel analyzer is described by Johnson (83). In this
technique. not only the signa1 pulaes. but a1so the gate pulses are
stored in the coincidence spect.rum. This gives rise to better statistics,
since the activity due to both componenta ofthe cascade can be BUmmed
from the spectrum stored in the multichannel memory.

The true coincideuce count rate II. for a source with a dislntegration
rate D is given by:

i
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2. Oompltm 0011ipeMaJed MelhotU
,

Compton aompensation methods can be divided into two groupe:
the antiaoinaidence teahniques and the Compton subtraction teah.
niques.

In the ..ntiaoincidence techniques (88,89,00.91). UD8 is made of a
central detector surrounded by a second annular detector, the elgnala of
both being put in antiaoincidence. The escaping secondary gamma ofa
Compton interaction in the main detector is measured in the annular
detector. and hence the circuit prevents the storage of this interaction.
By this method a gamma speotrum in the main detector is obtsined
showing a reduction in Compton background of about 70%. The
annular detector can be a large NaI(Tl) crystal. an organic plastia
scintillator, or even a tau with liquid scintillator. A sohematia repre
sentation of the apparatus is shown in Figure 6.36.

A promising anti.Compton device has been described recently by
PallIlI ., til., (92.93.94.) OODIlItlDg af a ccnaentrla duode Ge(LI) IUm
spectrometer. As can be _n from Figure 6.37, where a scheme of the
appAratus is shown, the detactor is made from a elngle p-type Ge

Fig. 6.35. Prinoiple diagram of & two ohannel tum.coincidence Lpeotrometer
(a), and the sum·oolnoidenoe spectrum nf lUSb (b).
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FlI.· ••a" 0_........... or ~1uI "Cu alllllh11&llon NdIal10A with tba
I B_n.hI.....apeatnunol ...Bl.1DOU\UOdwithout (a) and with (h) aoe>lnoldenca

technique In a neutron irradiated 1 g BI oamplo, cont&lnlng 0.226 ppm Cu (14).
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,
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Fig. 8.38.:pectrum . 'lYn meaourod ,. • ae(Li) .on.enlo duode02).
Cwo: meeou4 .. the tum ottwq>aralo ..oxl.! detaoro.
Cwb: m_1n tbe tum..IncIlClllDode.

(F) AaS'L1l'rlC CorNTINO TICCHNIQrES

In Sale cases {ne,,~ron aotivsJon anahis, the knowled18 oC the
iUsintegltion rat oC a source can le ""quid. This can happn when
determimg neuton fluxes as desribed In:hapter 3, sectiOl VI, B.

Depeding on he decay sohem, and onhe physical stab oC the
isotope, ,ne can ,pply the followitg technues:

A calibrted G.M.counter or a caliirated gama spectromete:;
A 4,r ganilled co'nter;
A liquidlcintillaton counter;
AbsolutEgamma pectrometry;
Gamtn~amma~beUrgammaooncidsn~

In t!ldirst cas, a sample is m"sured itbe same geomtry as a
calibrate! source.When use is male of a or. counter any Duree of
known dlintegraton rate can be ued as " andard, provide< sample
and stanard s.re orrected for self ibsorptioand externalaborption,
as is desribed In ection m, C, 1 a this chlter. It is howeve recom·
mended, have altanclard with anE.... orie beta speotrum,whlch Is
In tho vlInity oithe E.... of the sample.

f NUQLEA DISINTEOS.lTIOl .lND ElUTION DXTICOTI.N.O

second letcctor living rise to C,mpion \ckground only. For this
purposeanthracne can be use(, as prcosed by Peirsol (98,99)
althougl an org,nio plastio soini1lator ,Ids better resula (100).
Both d,ectom ... matched Cor ,qual COlt ratea In the :Ompton
region Ir adapti!; the source-detetor geontry and the puis heights
are equlized by Geans oC tbe gail oC the apectivelinear anpUfiers.
To corrot Cor tie unequal abso!?tion oChe gamma raysln both
detector, a lead ,rid has to be plmed In Crtt oC the plastio letector,
In oroerto obtait correot compemntlon. '!e detectora are lporated
simultanously, tie NaI(Tl) In tie posita storage mode and the
compenation deeotor in the neS'tive mee, by means oll multi.
channelmalyzerlquipped with alllixing ]Ilel. A1l can be sen !rom
Figure ISO a spetrum with net plOtopeallis obtaiJted. A shematio
drawingn the aparatus is also mown in Ie same figure. Vith this
spectromter, adquate compensalon ItI ob.lned Cor gammaenergies
betweenO.l5 ani 2.7 MeV. It hs. to be Jticed however tlat com·
pensstia becoms difficult whendcoling Ith mixtures oCiaotopes
showing~arge worenc.. In countratea.

I
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lip repreda the dector contributilto the resolutionC the PMe8t
detoctol'ld I1!!'...;),e total oIectl'lluesolutiol1 oC oth devces.
It Is obVls that ta resolution dopes strongly on thperCect;ain
mstchiniC both ctector chains here the input aChe sumling
amp1lllerrhich Is Ie last stage oC • oC the amp1llle.

In thelmpton ,btraction methcthe Compton bacground ,C a
,apeotrum.ken wit a NaI(Tl) detell' Is subtracted I: means ,f a
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As the intrinsio e1lIoiency of a g&IIlIII& detector fa a funation oC the
energy. a gamma IpOOtrometer haa to be oaIibreted with a standard
emitting the same gamma energy &8 the sample. When no such atanderd
is available. one can use two oaIibreted .tanderda having zeapeotive
energies closely above and below the energy of the samples. Sub.
sequently an Intarpolation can be performed, which can be either linear
or can make U88 of the effioiency ourves for the gamma dotaator (soo

. "

I
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"p measureJrem in the preseuce of s'S at two sufficiently high amplifier
gain settings is given in Figure 6.40. From Figure 6.40 it also appears
that discrimination between beta emittel" of different energies is
possible.

When dealing with a pure gamma emitter, the sample can be cali.
brated using absolute gamma speotrometry. In this technique, de.
scribed by Heath (69), the absolute efficiency z of the detector is used
to calculate the disintegration rate D of the sample by means of the
sctivity measurcd under a phot<lpeak A p as follows:

D= A p

zPqA

P is the ratio of the activity under the photopeak to the total activity
in the spectrum, described as the peak.to.total ratio. q is the branching
factor for the measured gamma ray, which ill the percent ooourrence of
the transition in the decay soheme. A represents a correction factor for
absorption in the sample and in the can of the detector. Due to the large
penetrating power of gamma rays, A will in most cr.... equal 1. The
values for z and P as a ~unction of the gamma ray energy and the
source detector distance are given in the literature (see section UI. D of

U. IfOOL».uI U ...IIWI'...'.........'...U... ....., .... .-.u....'~j..,. 4tl.·...'av...·w... If

this chapter) whereas q can be obtained from the decay sohom... ,See
section I. B of this chapter).

When beta-gamma or galllln&-gamma casoadea ooour in the decay
soheme of an isotope. the absolute disintegration rate D can be found
by measuring both components ofthe cascade by means ofa coincidence
teohnique. described in seotion m. E. 1 of the same ehapter. Indeed,
combining equations (6.49) and (6.51) one obtains:

D _ R,B. (6.64)
R.

From equation (6.64) it appears that D can be oaloulated from tha
count rates in both detectors B, and B. and from the coincidence
count rate R•. Although this teohnique reqnirea a rather complicated
eqnipment. it is very easy to perform. and yielda exoe11ent reaults.

A study of the decay soheme of the isotope to be measured is neoea
sary, for instance to take into account the branohing and conversion
factors of tho measured transition.
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CHAPrER 7

PREPARATION OF SAMPLES AND STANDARDS

The preparation of samples and standards is of great praotical
importance. If possible, the analyst himself should earry out all pro'
cessing of material under controlled conditions, or at least be aware
of the detailed history of the sample. so that he can take any neceasary
steps to remove surface eontamination \lefore or after activation is
carried out.

Commensurate with availability. sensitivity requirements. dimen·
sions of the container. matrix aotivity and mllClOscopio 01'088 aeotion.
sample weights are usually mAXimized.

If the impurity content of the sample is approximately known. tha
sample size can be estimated for a given irradiation condition (1111%.
irradiation time, ...).

In most CllSes the problem of the standard is not so dilIiouit llS in
other physical methods of analysis. such as emission spectrography,
X.ray 1Iuoreacence, ete., since matrix or third·elewCIlt effects are lesa
important. However. neutron shielding is possiblo (see Chapter 10).
and should be eliminated or at least kept equal for standards and
samples. Absorption of emitted radiation in the sample must IL!ao bo
taken into account.

The irradiation time for a given 1111% is mostly chosen considering
the saturation faotor for the radionuclide of interest, [1 - exp (-"'.)].

For 14 MeV neutron aotivation, the irradiation time is kept as short
llS possible to prevent untimely exhaustion of tho tritium target.

I. Prepualion of Samples

(A) SAMPLING 011' SOLID SAMPLES

M....ive solids can be wrapped in aluminium foil and packed in
sto.ndo.rd aluminium cans for irradiation.

Solid samples may be teo large for direct irradiation so that it may
be necessary te reduce the sample size bygr'.nd!ng. cutting, drilling. ete.
before packing. Hard steel tools. used for this purpose or for cleaning

ua
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